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Water is the 
origin of 
everything.
ThAles of MileTus | Greek philosopher
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The more stressful our everyday lives become, the 

more important the home becomes as a retreat. And 

more than ever before, the bathroom is the place 

where you can relax and recharge your batteries. New 

living concepts with seamless transitions between 

bathing and sleeping areas or spacious wellness zones 

are increasingly on trend. No matter how much space 

you have, innovative solutions are a must. And for 

every generation, comfort and user friendliness are 

just as important as timeless, aesthetically pleasing 

solutions. Duscholux meets these demands with its 

targeted product ranges and new, individual products. 

By opting for Duscholux you are always making an 

excellent choice. Because the Duscholux product 

range is backed  by the experience of an international 

success story going back 40 years and our resolute 

dedication to our Swiss roots. With few exceptions, 

Duscholux shower enclosures bear the "Swiss made” 

quality mark. Developed and manufactured at our 

head-quarters in Thun, our products enjoy  an excel-

lent reputation. Because “Swissness” is synonymous 

with values like quality, solidity and sustainability. This 

is a promise you can rely on. Right from the word go.

spoTliGhT oN 
iNDiViDuAliTY
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Duscholux produces functionally sophisticated bath-

room and spa installations and is one of the world's 

leading shower enclosure manufacturers. Many of our 

products have received international design awards 

and become classics. These are the outward signs of 

over 40 years of experience. In-house design, trend-

setting technology, high quality materials and superb 

workmanship, these essential features characterise 

our product manufacture. And they show in all our 

areas of competence: shower enclosures, room con-

cepts, acrylic bathtubs and spa features.

However, beautiful lines do not necessarily equate to 

good design; high quality materials do not necessarily 

guarantee long years of product enjoyment. This is why 

we scrutinize each new product idea and technology in 

great detail before going into production. The decisive 

criterion is that our products should fulfil the high 

demands made by our customers. We make every 

effort to ensure the wellbeing of our customers and to 

fulfil their every wish. We refine each new idea with a 

great love for detail. And our customers feel and expe-

rience this every single day.

The CoMpeTeNCe
of A sTroNG
BrAND
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When you opt for a Duscholux product, you are bene-

fiting from a strong, competent team with extensive 

expertise. The Duscholux Sales and Customer Service 

team will advise you on the best use of your available 

space and will work with you to design the perfect 

solution. Tricky installation situation? Not a problem. 

We love the challenge. With our products and custom 

solutions we will come up with a design that meets 

your specific needs in no time. Ask to see our products 

in bathroom showrooms, or visit our own showroom 

and talk to one of our advisers in person.

The riGhT
DeCisioN

But at Duscholux we don't stop helping you once you've 

bought your bathroom products. Technical advice, 

taking measurements and installing shower enclosu-

res are all part of our service. Even after your 

purchase, our in-house and mobile Customer Service 

teams are on hand to answer any questions you may 

have. You can also find full information on Duscholux 

and our products at www.duscholux.com or from your 

local authorised dealer or fitter. We look forward to 

hearing from you!

 JusT A CliCk AWAY
 WWW.DusCholuX.CoM
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CoNTeNTs 
BY PRODuCT SERIES

You will find a table of contents by product group on page 11.
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iNhAlT 
BY PRODuCT GROuP

CleArTeC  
GLASS FINISH

hiGh-quAliTY fiNish oN sAfeTY-GlAss shoWer 

eNClosures

Modern shower enclosures have to meet extremely 

tough standards. A key aspect is material properties 

that guarantee a long life span and easy care and 

cleaning. Working with Nanogate Technologies GmbH, 

the Duscholux research team has developed a ground-

breaking new process: the Cleartec finish for tempered 

safety glass. Based on nanotechnological material 

developments and the use of minute particles known as 

nanocomposites, they have developed a new material 

that has impressive coating properties:

n  A chemical bond forms with the surface of the   

 glass, causing excellent adhesion and making any  

 coating that is applied last much longer than usual.

n  Because they are so small, the nanoparticles are   

 much less susceptible to abrasion and therefore   

 boost the material's durability and uV resistance.

n  The surface energy is so strongly reduced that   

 water and oils are repelled, forming droplets that  

 simply run off.

n  Dirt and limescale deposits are reduced, making   

 the glass much easier to clean and look after.	

Dirt and limescale are much easier to remove from 

glass treated with Cleartec. All you need is a mild, 

neutral cleaner and a soft, non-abrasive cloth. under 

average conditions the Cleartec finish will last for 

several years, but not indefinitely. When the effect 

diminishes, the coating can be refreshed with a top-up 

kit.

1]  The Cleartec

finish is applied

to the glass in

the Duscholux

factory.

2]  The glass

panels are

thoroughly cleaned

before finishing.

3]  The glass

undergoes

a two-stage

coating and

polishing proce-

dure.

1

2
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A wonderful harmony 
is created when we join 
together the seemingly 
unconnected.
herACliTus | Greek philosopher

DusCholuX

PreMIuM ProduCts
Sophisticated design and award-winning innovations meet the highest 

demands in terms of showering and bathing. For those looking to create 

an elegant ambience in their bathing zone, we offer carefully selected 

materials, high-quality finishes and tailor-made solutions with a host of 

options – for spacious, individual results.



shoWer eNClosure

ColleCtIon 3

ColleCtIon 3, features

Frameless shower enclosure series with glass of 8 mm

Smooth internal surfaces for easy cleaning 

Wide range of custom installation options and sizes

Swing doors open inwards and outwards

Lift-and-lower mechanism on door hinges

Magnetic closures integrated into aluminium strips

Choice of crossbars for stability

Optional wall connection profile

Standard height 2000 mm

Glasses up to 2200 mm available

Three handle options
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Collection 3 is a new frameless shower enclosure series 

with striking contours, fulfilling even the most stringent 

aesthetic requirements. Flat hinges and wall brackets 

made from chrome-plated metal, slim-line crossbars 

and an innovative handle complement the linear design. 

A visual highlight for modern bathroom solutions.

TrANspAreNCY 
AND CleAr liNes

Collection 3, swing door with fixed panel and two side panels. Providing 

coherent overall lines: chrome-plate covers hide technical  fittings made 

from high-quality zinc die- castings without interfering with the desired 

transparency.
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ColleCTioN 3

proDuCT 
DiVersiTY AND 
iNDiViDuAliTY

The area available determines the Collection 3 modules 

used. If required, additional side panels can optimize the 

shower area. The fixed panels of the doors can be redu-

ced down to 180 mm.

The actual versatility of Collection 3 , is apparent from 

the different room situations to which this shower 

enclosure series easily adapts. This is due to the 

numerous product models offered as part of the 

Collection 3 standard range. Irrespective of whether the 

shower features a corner entry, a side panel, a round 

design or is fitted in a recess – the product range covers 

different dimensions and combinations. Great diversity 

can be so individual.

1]  Collection 3, swing door with fixed 

panel  in combination with side panel 

2]  Wall connection profiles that can 

easily compensate wall bevels of up 

to 12 mm complete the Collection 3 

range.

3]  Flush handle inside view

4]  Hinge inside view

5]  Towel rail, outside view

6]  Towel rail, inside view

The trend-setting adhesive techno-

logy of Collection 3 provides flush 

interior surfaces without any 

protrusions. This makes it consi-

derably easier to clean the shower 

panel.

2 

5 6 

3 4

1 
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1]  Collection 3 recess-mounted swing 

doors. Transparent does not always 

mean a clear view. Collection 3 offers a 

number of glass solutions and optio-

nally also with partial fine satin effect 

with a stripe height of  900 mm.

2 + 3]  The wall hinges reflect the design 

principle of Collection 3 shower 

enclosures. They are flat with fine 

chrome plating and fix the glass safely 

to any wall.

4]  Collection 3, swing door in recess 

with side panel in line

ColleCTioN 3

Depending on your personal preference Collection 3 

can add an expressive or a restraint look to your dream 

bathroom. And that is a further strength of the system. 

Two hinge options allow direct connection to the wall or 

installation in connection with a fixed part – and that in 

a variety of different dimensions, thus providing an 

optimum and sophisticated solution for room corners 

and recesses.

AMAziNG DesiGN 
for ANY BAThrooM

1 3 

2 

4
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ColleCTioN 3

Collection 3 focuses on providing planning and installa-

tion options. It offers convincing solutions for any 

bathroom layout by offering individual glass treatment 

-bevel or cutout- and shower enclosure heights of up to 

2200 mm. Special requests do therefore not represent a 

technical problem and are simply manufactured to your 

requirement.

TAilor-MADe 
AND speCiAl

1]  With Collection 3 your bathroom becomes 

more than just a wet room – providing 

solutions for any requirement. 

2]  A glass cut-out providing special luxury for 

your shower. There are no limits as regards 

individuality and personal taste.

3]  The unobtrusive and attractive water 

deflector strip ensures that any leaking 

splash water remains in the shower area.

4]  Collection 3 individual solution, swing door 

with fixed panel and side panel, glass cut-out 

as required. 

3

2

1

4
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3

4

5

1

The special feature of Collection 3 is the many high-

quality solutions offered by its basic product range. 

Apart from a generous standard height of 2000 mm and 

swing doors with lifting and lowering mechanism, the 

range offers continuous flush interior surfaces as well 

as chrome-plated hinges, wall brackets and handles. In 

addition there are numerous models and combination 

options for installation and equipment – offering consi-

derable scope for individuality and creativity.

sTANDArD 
soluTioNs 
WiThouT 
CoMproMise

ColleCTioN 3

1]  Collection 3 corner entry with fixed panels. 

The corner solution for purists:  straight lines 

ideally adapted in height and size to existing 

room proportions.

2 + 3]  Latest uV and light-curing adhesive 

technology allows hinges made from chrome-

plated zinc diecasting to be permanently 

connected to the external surfaces of the 

glass.

4 + 5]  The wall brackets, too, support the 

flush design of Collection 3. The pre-assem-

bled adapters are regularly subjected to load 

tests of up to one ton.
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1]  Collection 3 Five

2]  Flush standard handle, inside view

3]  Optional door knob, inside view 

4]  Optional rectangular handle, inside view

5]  Collection 3, Round version for space-

saving corner solutions. With its generous 

standard height of 2000 mm, Collection 3 is 

also the perfect combination for ultraflat 

shower trays such as the Duscholux Free 

Base.

4

2

3

Outward and inward opening swing doors made from sturdy 

8 mm glass keep dripping water inside the shower. The 

convenient lifting and lowering mechanism on the door 

hinges supports smooth opening and closing – a perfect 

sequence of movements that highlights the high quality of 

this shower enclosure series. Another benefit: the handle, 

which follows the design contours of the shower enclosure, 

is supplied as a flush internal model as standard. The re-

tractable grip disk ensures reliable operation inside the 

shower.

sMArTer DeTAils

ColleCTioN 3

1

5
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ColleCTioN 3

43

In particular in shower areas of generous proportions 

freestanding walk-in solutions can produce an attrac-

tive architectural feature. The floor level glass structure 

without doors reduces the number of required fittings 

and emphasises the transparent harmony of the design. 

An additional 90o side panel improves splash protec-

tion, making showering an even more pleasant experi-

ence.

GeNerous 
proporTioNs 
AND floor 
leVel CoMforT

1]  Collection 3 freestanding side panel with additional splash protection. The two panels can be 

joined using a narrow corner profile or with two fittings. Collection 3 offers walk-in solutions of 

up to 2300 mm height.

2]  Providing an attractive as well as a sturdy design. The elegant crossbars are available in 

various models.

3]  Glass elements can be joined with a flush interior fitting. The hinge inside the fitting enables 

the panels to be fixed at different angles.

4]  Collection 3, freestanding side panel. The crossbars can be ordered as illustrated or as an 

L-shape version (see also left image).

2

1
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The generously proportioned Collection 3 solutions with 

ceiling support offer optimum scope for creative interior 

design. The straight-lined, silver anodised aluminium 

ceiling profile replaces the wall crossbar, providing 

perfect stability. The obstacle-free, floor-level access 

makes showering a true experience in the room. Or 

choose one of our many different combinations with 

a door insert to make your dream bathroom a reality. 

Pure, simple pleasure.

CrYsTAl CleAr
rooM CoNCepTs

1]  Collection 3 with ceiling support.

Instead of the fixing brackets,

a wall connection profile can even

out unevennesses of up to 12 mm.

1

3

iNsTAllATioN eXAMples ColleCTioN 3 WiTh CeiliNG supporT

411.175400 411.205400411.195400

411.175500

411.175900

411.176000

411.115500

411.115700

411.125500

411.125700

411.185400

411.185500

411.185900

411.186000

Door in recess

411.195300

411.195500

411.195600

411.195700

411.195900

411.196100

411.205500

411.205600

411.205700

411.205900

411.165200

411.165300

411.165500

411.165800

411.155200

411.155300

411.155500

411.155800

Door with side panel    u-shaped design Walk-in

ColleCTioN 3



iNsTAllATioN eXAMples ColleCTioN 3  WiTh Cross BAr 

410.115100

410.115200

410.115300

410.115400

410.115500

410.115600

410.115700

410.125300

410.125400

410.125500

410.125600

410.125700

Radius:

500 mm = 410.215220

520 mm = 410.215240

550 mm = 410.215250

Door in recess*

410.255100

410.255200

410.255300

410.265100

410.265200

410.265300

410.135100

410.135200

410.135300 410.145300

Corner entry*

410.165200

410.165300

410.165400

410.165500

410.165600

410.165700

410.165800

410.165900

410.155200

410.155300

410.155500

410.155400

410.155600

410.155700

410.155800

410.155900

Door with side panel

410.175300 410.185300

410.185400

410.185500

410.185600

410.185700

410.185800

410.185900

410.186000

410.175400

410.175500

410.175600

410.175700

410.175800

410.175900

410.176000

u-shaped design

410.205400410.195400

410.195100

410.195200

410.195300

410.205100

410.205200

410.195500

410.195600

410.195700

410.195900

410.196100

410.205500

410.205600

410.205700

410.205900

Walk-in

410.235100

410.235200

410.245100

five

round

410.295100 410.305100

overbath screen

Door with
shortened side panel

Door in niche with
shortened side panel

410.285500

410.285300

410.285400

410.285600

410.285700

410.285800

410.285900

410.275500

410.275300

410.275400

410.275600

410.275700

410.275800

410.275900

mounted 
on top

mounted 
on top

mounted 
on top

mounted 
on top

mounted 
on top

mounted 
on top

mounted 
on top

mounted 
on top

mounted 
on top

freely-
suspended

freely-
suspended

* If the fixed panel or side panel in line is smaller than 320 mm, a crossbar for stabilisation is not necessary.

Standars execution of stabilising crossbar as shown on sketches

410.286100410.276100
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shoWer eNClosure 

ColleCtIon 2
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Frameless - fluid borders. Scarcely perceptible. And yet 

the Collection 2 series sets standards through its clear, 

harmonious aesthetics. A pleasure for body and soul.

An invitation to start the day with sheer enjoyment.

It’s the little things in life that make it special. Logically 

worked out hinge technology, top-quality safety glass, 

swings doors that open inwards and outwards. These 

are the high-tech features of the Collection 2 frameless 

shower enclosure series. Quality you can see and expe-

rience. And not only are the details extremely logical, 

but there is also no limit to the installation options. No 

matter whether Rectangular, Round or Five. Collection 2 

has a great number of versions, thus is the optimal 

choice to fit in your bathroom.

eNDless
opTioNs

Collection 2, swing door with fixed panel in niche. 

Rectangular hinges and fittings.

ColleCtIon 2, features

Frameless shower enclosure series 

Wide range of custom installation options and sizes 

Swing doors open inwards and outwards

Lift-and-lower mechanism on door hinges

Optional wall connection profile

Standard height 1900 mm

Rectangular or oval fittings and handles 

Two additional handle options

360° hinge on overbath screens
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collection 2

eXACTlY The WAY You WANT iT

Trim, clear. Simple, elegant. The straightlined aesthetics 

of the Collection 2 rectangular and niche versions turn 

your bathroom into an experiential space. Consummate in 

form: the elegant hinges and handles. Optimal handling 

and perfected functions. This is functional expression of 

the sophisticated overall design. Most interesting: 

Replaceable and continuous sealing profiles along the 

door elements ensure the greatest possible leak-proof 

consistency and easier care and cleaning. Collection 2 is 

also available with wall connection profiles that can easily 

compensate wall bevels of up to 12 mm.

 

With Collection 2, you are spoilt for choice - you choose the 

hinges and fittings you want. The model comes equipped 

standard with angular hinges, mountings and handles. 

You also have the option of selecting the round, oval form 

and freely combining the handles of your choice. All this at 

no extra expense! Just state your wish when ordering.

1]  Collection 2, corner entry with fixed panels, 

oval fittings and hinges.

2]  Collection 2 swing door with fixed panel and 

side panel, rectangular hinges and fittings, here 

shown with wall connection profile for compensa-

tion of wall bevels.

3]  The round handle is standard for oval hinges 

and fittings.

4]  The rectangular handle is standard for 

rectangular hinges and fittings.

5 + 6]  These handles are  available as options.

7]  Hinge and fittings version “rectangular”.

8]  The cross bar provides stability.

9]  The water drip profile - in white, silver or 

black - keeps water splashes inside the cabinet.

10]  Hinge and fittings version “oval”.

7

8 10

5 64

3

1 

2
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Collection 2 is also the right choice for unusual spatial 

situations. Angles, cut-outs or an individual adaptation 

to spatial conditions. An irresistible Collection 2 solution 

is possible for almost any and every bathroom. unique 

products for unique bathrooms. Clever technology, 

appealing functionality. Swing hinges mean the doors 

open both inwards and outwards. The advantage: in 

small bathrooms and after a shower, it often makes 

sense to open the doors inwards. Residual water stays 

inside the shower if the door is opened inwards to exit.

iNDiViDuAl AND 
uNique

1]  Collection 2 is the perfect shower enclo-

sure series for individual, tailor-made 

solutions.

2]  Collection 2, swing door with fixed panel 

and side panel, side panel in mirrored glass. 

Please note that the mirror effect allows 

much less light through into the shower.

3]  Collection 2, swing door with fixed panel in 

niche, fine satin glass finish

2

3

ColleCTioN 2

1 

Make your Duscholux shower enclosure unique by com-

bining different panels. Opt for fully mirrored or a more 

economical mirrored side panel instead of a full-length 

mirror in your bathroom. Do you prefer a little privacy 

when showering? Then a full-length or partial satin effect 

is the ideal choice.
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Clear forms. Harmony that is elegant and creates spaci-

ousness. Collection 2 Round offers a wide, comfortable 

entrance. An invitation to endless showering pleasure. 

The Round is available with a side hung door or as a 

two-door version with swing hinges that allow the doors 

to open inwards and outwards. Solid hinge technology, 

decades of experience in development, fatigue tests, 

high quality and tested materials. These are corner 

points and successes for years of pleasure in a 

Collection 2. Pared down to the essential. Collection 2 

Five is the clever interplay between high quality glass 

elements and elegant fittings. Accentuated with well-

designed handles.

ColleCTioN 2

1]  Collection 2, swing door in niche, 2-panelled

2]  Collection 2 Round with 2 swing doors, hinge 

and fittings version “oval”.

3]  Collection 2 Five

4]  Collection 2, swing door with side panel

2 

3 1

4
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Easy handling: the Collection 2 range of frameless 

shower enclosures is augmented by a one- to three-

panel overbath screen. The solid, easy-care compo-

nents are striking for their clear, straight-lined design 

and practical handling. The 360° pivot hinge in the 

two- or three-panelled version has the special 

advantage of being easily able to swing the door 

elements outwards or inwards. The rounded corners 

enhance the striking appearance of this alternative 

folding panel solution for more discerning require-

ments.

ColleCTioN 2
oVerBATh 
sCreeNs

ColleCTioN 2

1]  The two-winged version is available with 

a swing or fixed first enclosure panel

2]  Overbath screen, 1 panel

3]  Collection 2 overbath screen, 3 panels. 

1st  panel fixed, 2nd and 3rd panels rotate 

360°

1 2

3
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Life. Take it easy. Keep things transparent. Free-

standing shower enclosures are in fashion. With 

Collection Life you meet this trend all the way. Elegance 

and lightness shape the Life variants. The reliable 

function of the frameless Collection 2 shower enclosure 

series combined with the aesthetics of spacious 

bathrooms. Joy in life that begins with the shower in 

the morning.

GlAss-CleAr 
VieW

Collection 2 Life with ceiling supports

Free Base  shower tray

ColleCtIon 2 lIfe, features

Frameless shower enclosure series for walk-in 

solutions

Wide range of custom installation options and sizes 

Can be attached with ceiling support or wall crossbar

Optional wall connection profile

Height of glass up to 2100 mm

Rectangular or oval fittings 

360° hinge on swing door panel
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1]  Collection 2 Life with ceiling supports

Basic element with side panel and swing door.

2]  Wall-connecting profile 

3]  Angle mounting

4]  Collection 2 with  ceiling supports 

Basic element with side panel and wall-con-

necting profile,  Free Base shower tray 

ColleCTioN 2 life WiTh CeiliNG supporTs 

Version C2L 1

Version C2L 2, wall profile 

Version C2L 3, wall profile 

Version C2L 4, wall profile 

Version C2L 7, wall profile 

Version C2L 5, wall profile 

Version C2L 9

Version C2L 2, angle mounting 

Version C2L 3, angle mounting 

Version C2L 4, angle mounting 

Version C2L 7, angle mounting 

Version C2L 5, angle mounting 

3 

2 

1 4

fixed door 

panel

swing door 

without 

fixed panel 

fixed door 

panel

swing door 

with fixed panel 

Side panel

free-standing

swing door 

with/without 

fixed panel

side panel 

90° angle 

swing door 

with/without 

fixed panel 

side panel 

u-cabin

swing door 

with/without 

fixed panell

side panel 

90° angle

swing door 

with/without 

fixed panel

Chain system

sTYlish seTTiNG

Lavish shower systems in optional shapes and sizes are 

no longer subject to limitations. Collection 2 Life with 

ceiling supports fits ideally in nearly every architectural 

room concept. The glass is held against the wall with 

angle fittings or wall connecting profiles. The advantage 

of the profile: It allows for the balancing of wall tolerances 

and simplifies installation.
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eleGANT sTABiliTY WiTh WAll CrossBAr

The possibilities are almost endless with Collection 2 

Life. With or without wings; wall installation or free-

standing in the room? Whichever variant you choose, you 

will not miss the door here. Barrier-free access to the 

shower area creates a modern lightness and makes it 

much easier to clean the shower partition. Collection 2 

Life - architectural elements positioned freely in the 

room and adapted to your bathroom situation.

Arouse Your 
spiriTs

1]  Collection 2 Life, element with wing doors 

Free Base shower tray 

 

ColleCTioN 2 life WiTh Cross BAr

Version C2L 1

Version C2L 2

Version C2L 3

Version C2L 4

Version C2L 5

Version C2L 6

Version C2L 7

Version C2L 8

Version C2L 9

Version C2L 10

1 



Transparent and puristic furnishing solutions are popu-

lar in bathrooms. They are especially attractive when 

freely positioned  in the room. With its flexible solutions 

the shower and partition system Collection 2 Life, which 

is now available with ceiling supports, offers the maxi-

mum freedom in planning and furnishing. Collection 2 

Life sets architectural accents that are a pleasure to 

look at every time. 

CoMpelliNG 
TrANspAreNCY
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collection 2 life with cross bar

1]  Collection 2 Life, element with 

angle mounting

2]  Collection 2 Life, free-standing 

element

1

2
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Anyone who regards showering as a pleasurable expe-

rience, and is therefore looking to incorporate beautiful 

design and a way of keeping their bathroom neat and 

tidy, will love our innovative Free Loft. This exclusive 

glass shower enclosure has an integrated storage 

system with a towel rail, solving the problem of housing 

all the necessary shower essentials in a single product. 

And with its new, striking design the shower enclosure 

can now take its place as an integral part of the 

bathroom architecture.

MoDerN DesiGN
WiTh eXClusiVe
fuNCTioNAliTY 

2 

1

3

4 

1]  Free Loft wall version, the innovative shower enclosure awarded the 

prestigious “reddot design award” in 2010

2]  Free Loft free-standing version

3 + 4]  Integrated shelf and practical towel rail created with horizontally 

divided panels

free loft, features

Innovative shower enclosure with horizontally divided 

glass panels

Integrated shelf and towel rail

Panel width from 900 to 1600 mm

Standard height 2100 mm

Shelf 80 mm deep 
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Appreciation for the unique: Free Senses is a modular, 

dimensionally adjustable shower panel which enables 

the highest degree of individuality with its integrated 

fittings and functions and has shower enclosure ele-

ments that can be combined to form a system.  Free 

Senses opens entirely new architectural possibilities 

- even in unusual locations. Free Senses is adaptable 

enough to complement almost any interior configura-

tion, whether as part of an authentic glass enclosure in 

a corner or along a wall, or as a standalone solution.

A shoWer 
eXperieNCe for 
The seNses 

Free Senses portal version, combined with Collection 2 

shower enclosure

free senses, features

Variable panel system for spacious showers

Wide range of installation options with Collection 2

Head shower, hand-held shower and three body 

showers 

Portal, wall or corner version

Height 2000 mm or 1700 mm

Version for bath with integrated water inlet

Minimum tub width 90 mm

Minimal installation required
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Thanks to its extraordinary flexibility, Free Senses can 

serve as everything from an attractive single shower 

panel to the centrepiece of an expansive bath landscape. 

Its groundbreaking array of inspired interior-design 

possibilities promises comfort and character in equal 

measure. Integrating Free Senses into various configu-

rations to maximum effect can be accomplished with 

minimal installation effort. Handheld, head and body 

shower elements are included in the standard design of 

Free Senses. If so desired, these typically wall-mounted 

functions can also be housed in a shower column and 

positioned opposite to the wall.

1 

2

free seNses

1 + 2]  Free Senses as a shower panel 

for the bathtub: The bath inflow is 

integrated into the shower panel. 

Additional bath fittings are not 

necessary.

3]  Free Senses wall version 

2200 mm with shower enclosure 

Collection 2 Life and Free Base 

shower tray. 

4]   Free Senses corner panel with 

Bella Vita shower and Free Base 

shower tray

3

4
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Floor-level entrance to the shower. Comfort and free-

dom of movement. No problem with Free Base, the 

ultra-flat shower tray in nineteen standard sizes 

tailored to spatial conditions and dimensions. Because 

Free Base is the ideal starting point for designing indivi-

dual shower solutions, spacious showering zones, 

difficult room configurations, niches and easy-access 

solutions.

freeDoM of 
MoVeMeNT for 
BoTh YouNG 
AND olD

1

2

1]  Free Base shower tray

2]  ultra-flat round shower trays allow  even more 

room for play in your bath design.

free Base, features

ultra-flat, floor-level shower tray

Made of body-friendly sanitary acrylic

19 sizes available, rectangular or round

With installation set to ensure secure seal

Installation height with set from 135 mm

Meets strict sound insulation requirements

Drain and overflow cover in tub colour or chrome plated



Acrylic shower tray

Foundation system

Tile

Silicon seam

Installation height 
starting from 135 mm

Edge insulating strip Stone

Seal system
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Developed together with bathroom fitting manufactur-

ers Illbruck, the special floor-level shower tray installa-

tion set connects to the Free Base shower tray to form a 

sealed system. The ready-fitted sealing strip on the 

polystyrene support reliably prevents water from 

penetrating through to the building fabric. Guaranteeing 

a perfect seal.

1]  Installation set for Free Base showers, 

100% guaranteed factory seal.

2]  Floor-level installation for installation heights 

starting from 135 mm

3]  Free Base shower tray with Bella Vita Nova

shower enclosure

free BAse

1 22

3
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Offering more than just generous dimensions, the 

spacious Caprivi Free bath is an entirely unique bathing 

experience. No matter what your size or whether you 

are alone or with someone, its sophisticated form 

always promises comfortable bathing. For extra rejuve-

nation, the Caprivi Free comes with an optional whirl-

pool function and maximum water capacity, right up to 

the edge of the bath. Caprivi Free– the epitome of real 

bathing luxury!

BAThiNG AND 
relAXiNG AT The 
hiGhesT leVel 

Caprivi Free, partner tub for relaxed 

bathing for two

CaPrIvI free, features

Free-standing bathtub with overflow channel

Complete unit with panneling

High-quality materials: white acrylic, dark wood effect

Panneling, step adapter and handle optional

Dimensions with panneling: 2020 x 1150 x 550 mm

Also as partner tub: 2200 x 1630 x 550 mm

Low entry height, tub depth: 410 mm

Effective volume: approx. 250 l or 415 l
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1]  Caprivi Free single bath with step adapter to conceal supply pipes

2 + 3]  It’s the overflow channel that makes it possible: lie back in a 

bathtub filled to the brim and enjoy the full depth of the water.

4]  The optional elegant wenge wood effect paneling forms an uncom-

promising whole with the tub.

4

2 3

CApriVi free

It’s feel-good time. Lie back in a bathtub filled to the brim. 

Thanks to its overflow channel, Caprivi Free is a particu-

larly shallow bathtub with a low entry height. The wide 

ledge around the elegant surround has plenty of space to 

house the taps.

1 
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Based on its appearance, the Cube falls more under the 

category “furnishings” than “bathroom appliances.” 

Architectural qualities comparable to those of promi-

nent international spa and wellness facilities can now 

be at your fingertips. A perfectly integrated steam bath 

and attractive household element in one, the Cube 

makes an ideal at-home wellness centre. One look at its 

refined materials, flawless aesthetics, and lack of 

functional embellishments will win you over. The unit’s 

integrated storage elements can house items that would 

otherwise lead to clutter. 

CuBe, features

Exclusive wellness centre for the home

Steam shower and furniture cabinet in one 

Rain shower, hand shower and 6 side jets

Mirror cabinet module with storage space

Wall or corner mounted, height 2280 mm

2 sizes: 1300 x 1200 mm or 1300 x 900 mm

LED lighting, back cushion, shower stool

Easy to use touch-screen controls

With optional sound module and colour light therapy
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CuBe

Duscho Free Cube is available in two different sizes as 

well as wall and corner versions. Additional equipment 

options, such as coloured light or sound accessories 

round out the exclusive product range. For perfect 

relaxation after a long day.

for perfeCT 
relAXATioN

1

1]  There’s an impressive range 

of practical features and

high-quality materials on the 

inside.

2]  Elegant branded fixtures 

accentuate the interior equip-

ment.

3]  Extensive storage space in 

the integrated cabinet element.

4]  Cube, 1200 x 1300 mm

2

1

3

4


